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MINUTES FROM THE 154th REGIMENTAL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD WEDNESDAY 10 SEPTEMBER2015
Reference: Minutes of the 153 rd REC Meeting, dated 17 Apr 15.
1.
Find attached, at Annex E, the minutes of the 154th REC meeting held on Wednesday, 10
September 2015. In addition, also attached are the following supporting documents:
a~

Annex A. Contents She~t;

b.

Annex B. Record of Motions and Votes;

c.

Annex C. Task Matrix; and

d.

Annex D. Important Calendar Dates.

2.
Annex E details the discussion of agenda points that took place during the meeting by those
members present, including those personnel via telephone conference.
3.
For ease and simplicity, use either the contents sheet at Annex A to navigate to the respective
agenda item and subsequent page; or use Annex C, the consolidated assigned or implied task matrix. All
motions and votes have been extracted from Annex E and consolidated into a grouped table shown at
Annex C, which reflects a true and accurate record of regimental motions and votes.
4.
Should you have any questions or enquiries, please feel free to contact the Regimental Major, Major
Q. M. Innis on CSN 528-5459 or email guentin.innis@forces.gc.ca.

J. T. Adair
Lieutenant-Colonel
Chairman, Regimental Executive Committee
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RECORD OF MOTIONS AND VOTES
154th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

SERIAL

l

PROPOSAL
(a)
That the minutes of the 153nd REC are accepted as a true
record.

PROPOSER
Chair REC

SECONDER
(d)
Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

VOTE
(e)
Carried

(b)

2

That the REC approves the choice of fabric chosen for
the new Colours in consultation with DSSPM.

LCol W .K. Niven

CWO S. D. Stevens

Carried

3

That no new colours will be ordered for production until
the Afghanistan Battle Honour(s) issue is resolved.

CWO P. M. Francis

CWO J. M. Smith

Carried

4

That RHQ continues to explore the transfer of the Regt
Kitshop to NPP with a view to reporting back to REC
155 in Jan 16 on the impacts to the constitution and the
way we do business.

LCol W.K. Niven

Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

Carried

5

That the Kitshop will send to CANEX designated items
to be sold at CANEX and the REC will review the
MOU in one year.

CWO J. M. Smith

CWO D. J. Hessell

Carried

6

That Cadet Corps 2395 in Cold Lake _be affiliated with
the PPCLI.

LCol T. Strickland

CWO P. M. Francis

Carried

7

That the medals ofMWO Dodd currently in the
Museum collection be returned to his son, CWO Dodd,
for use by the family.

Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

LCol T. Strickland

Not
Carried
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REMARKS
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As outlined in
BN on this
subject
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PROPOSAL
(a)
That the REC approve the de-accession of weapons
(listed) held in the museum collection which are found
be in surplus.

PROPOSER
(b)
CWO J. M. Smith

SECONDER
(d)
CWO D. J. Hessell

VOTE
(e)
Carried

9

That the REC examine the possibility of having
Princess Patricia's Wedding Gown loaned for display to
Kensington Palace Museum.

Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

LCol W.K. Niven

Not
Carried

10

That the REC accept the list of Regt Honours and
Awards as-is given they were secretarially approved at
Unit and the current list is comprised of Patricia top
candidates.
That the Regimental Treasurer position revert to the RM
effective 15 Sep 15.

Chair REC

CWO P. M. Francis

Carried

LCol W.K. Niven

LCol T. Strickland

Carried

12

That the new Terms of Reference (ToR) be accepted
and incorporated in the Regt Manual.

LCol W.K. Niven

Maj H.J. S. Mandaher

Carried

13

That the direction on forms of address to the C-in-C be
adopted and published in the Regimental Manual.

CWO D. J. Hessell

CWO P. M. Francis

Carried

14

That the Honourable Laurie Hawn, PC, CD be declared
an Honourary Patricia.

Chair REC

15

That the City of Mons museum should be gifted one of
the retired Drumline drums for their "Drums of the
Regiments" display to represent the Regiment's
Participation.

CWO P. M. Francis

CWO D. J. Hessell

Carried

16

That the Voluntary Contributions for the ranks of Col
and above be raised.

LCol T. Strickland

Chair REC

Not
Carried

SERIAL
8

11

Not Voted

;
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Chair REC to
seek direction
from the
President of
the Guard
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PROPOSAL
(a)
That the payment plan to buy the golf hole be amended
to two payments of $25k slated for 31 Mar 16 and 31
Mar 17.

PROPOSER
(b)
LCol T. Strickland

SECONDER
(d)
CWO J. M. Smith

VOTE
(e)
Carried

18

That the Warehouse Fund budget have its final quarter
extended to an end date of 31 Mar 16 to enable the shift
to NPP.

Maj Mandaher

LCol W.K. Niven

Carried

19

That the Regimental gratuities be amended to reflect the
gift of an officer's cap badge to NCO's on promotion to

CWO D. J. Hessell

CWO J. M. Smith

Carried

SERIAL
17

:
I

cwo.
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TASK MATRIX
154th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

l

ASSIGNED/IMPLIED
(a)
ASSIGNED

TASK
(b)
Letter of thanks to Mr. Ruderman in Wolfville, N.S. who created
the statue of Lady Patricia - for signature by Chair REC.

2

ASSIGNED

Select a portrait artist to paint the COR's portrait.

SERIAL

OPI

REMARKS

(d)

(e)

RM, Chair REC

RM, DCO 3rd Bn

In consultation with
LGen(Ret' d) Crabbe

I

3

ASSIGNED

RM to coordinate with BGen Eyre and propose new dates and
times for the Guard meeting in January to coincide with the Ex
TOUGH CONTENDER commencement, possibly on the
afternoon or evening of the 26th January 2016.
Host a Regimental Beer Call at the EGOM in order to distribute
the remainder of the Edmonton-area 100th SERAA certificates.

RM

4

IMPLIED

5

ASSIGNED

Complete the initial draft of the 100th AAR by no later than 3
October. Submit the draft to Third Battalion (3 rd Bn) CO ' s
assistant Lise Stevens for formatting assistance.

HM/RM

6

IMPLIED

Draft a letter to MWO Nichols from RHQ, explaining the Coin
policy and the background reasoning.

RAdjt

7

ASSIGNED

Chair REC to briefBGen Eyre on the Frezenberg SI results and
the closure of the file with full transparency.

Chair REC

8

ASSIGNED

CO's and ERE Representatives to confirm voluntary
contribution levels within their respective organization. RM
letter to prompt that individual soldiers check their level of
contribution to ensure they are correct.

COs/ERE
Representatives
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Chair REC

Likely 5 Nov 15
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9

ASSIGNED/IMPLIED
(a)
ASSIGNED

TASK
(b)
rd
3 Bn to provide a Sgt on temporary loan to RHQ to work on
the Monuments and Memorials file and index. Memorials will
be prioritized by RHQ and indexed by Association AOR.

OPI
(d)
Chair REC

10

IMPLIED

Scrub and update Regimental Manual within twelve months to
include new annexes : ToR, Monuments, etc in a refreshed
format.

RAdjt

11

ASSIGNED

Build a detailed RFI and task tracker to include info
requirements to support the October draft submission of the
Battle Honours Committee

LCol Liebert and Regt
Battle Honours
Committee (BHC)

Assigned by Col
Wright

12

ASSIGNED

Liaise with CJOC Honours and A wards through designated
Point of Contact for Honours and Casualty tracking

LCol Liebert, BHC

POC to be
designated by Col
Wright

13

ASSIGNED

LCol Liebert to provide a timeline for submission of RFI to
Battle Honours Committee, which will be the focal date for the
Regimental effort.

LCol Liebert, BHC

14

ASSIGNED

Update Regimental Manual regarding the specific Regimental
pantones, particularly the correct French Grey material chosen
through DSSPM research into our Colours.

RAdjt

15

IMPLIED

RHQ to investigate moving the Regt Warehouse to NPP and
prepare an NPP constitution for inclusion in the next REC.

RHQ/Regt Treasurer

16

ASSIGNED

Letter from Chair REC to CWO Dodds to explain the REC
process and the decision that was made.

RM

SERIAL

I
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REMARKS
(e)
Sgt Holler to be
loaned to RHQ to
establish the
monument list
RM to issue
direction

Pending additional
details
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17

ASSIGNED/IMPLIED
(a)
IMPLIED

18

IMPLIED

Submit the Museum Operations Plan to the RM for review by
Chair REC and LCol Tod Strickland.

Regt Museum Officer

19

IMPLIED

Discuss the loan of the Cock o' the Walk trophy from 2nd Bn for
display at LER in a prominent location at the LER.

co LER, co 2nd Bn

20

ASSIGNED

Schedule the Cock o' the Walk Competition for the afternoon
prior to the FGB.

RM

21

ASSIGNED

Add the Achterveld Anniversary to Regt Manual and Regt Battle
Rhythm as a "best wishes and update" letter to the Achterveld
Church community on annual Regt Activities.

RM

22

IMPLIED

Examine ways to assist PPCLI OUTCAN EU members to attend
the Achterveld Anniversary through either administrative CoC
support for regular TD travel or financial assistance to personal
travel.

RM

23

IMPLIED

Coordinate and produce the consolidated list of SFAD
invitations and Mil RAA recipients for two separate
presentations to take place at the SFAD Beer Call.

RM/1 st Bn OPI

Beer Call will be in
Wainwright

24

ASSIGNED

Disentangle the C-in-C funeral sentry task through discussion
with RCMP to support C-in-C wishes with regard to Patricia
sentries and pallbearers.

RM

Coord through
Rideau Hall.

25

IMPLIED

Amend the Regt Manual and gratuities to include the gifting of
the officer's cap badge to NCO's promoted to the rank ofCWO.

RAdjt

SERIAL

I
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TASK
(b)

Examine the integration of Princess Patricia's wedding gown
into the PPCLI museum with a caveat that there is a materiel
preservation plan in place to safeguard the dress.

OPI
(d)
Regt Museum Officer

REMARKS
(e)
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SERIAL
26

ASSIGNED/IMPLIED
(a)
IMPLIED

TASK

OPI

REMARKS

(b)

(d)

(e)

Amend the Warehouse Fund budget to extend Q4 to 31 Mar 16.

Regimental Treasurer

27

IMPLIED

Examine an amendment to the Dress Manual to allow Sgt and
WO to wear the waistcoat with Mess Dress instead of
Cummerbund.

RegtCWO

28

IMPLIED

Establish Regimental Calendar to describe the annual Battle
Rhythm.

RM
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IMPORTANT CALENDAR DATES
154th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

SERIAL
1
2
3

CALENDAR DATE

EVENT

REMARKS

(a)

(b)

(d)

25 Sep 15

Cold War Exhibit TMM

26 Sep 15

Wounded Warriors Gala

23 Oct 15

Soldier for a Day

30Octl5

COR- 3ra Canadian Division (3 Cdn Div) Honourary Colonel's
Conference and visit to The Military Museums (TMM), Calgary AB

4

Chair REC visit to TMM and PPCLI Museum

5
6
7

8

9
10

ti
12
13
14

D-1/2

5 Nov 15

1 PPCLI Change of Command

11 Nov 15

Remembrance Day

26-29Nov 15

COR in Gagetown

15 Dec 15

Patrician submission deadline

26 Jan 16

Guard 69

25-29 Jan 16

Ex TOUGH CONTENDER

28 Jan 16

REC 155

10 Feb 16

Mme Adrienne Clarkson's Birthday

14 Feb 16

Lady Patricia Knatchbull's Birthday

Beer Call TBD

TBC

TBC
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SERIAL
15
16
17
18
19

D-2/2

CALENDAR DATE

(a)
22-25 Apr 15

th

Kap'yong 65 Anniversary

27-Aug-16

French Grey Ball 16

TBC

Golf Tournament

TBC

Cock o' the Walk challenge

TBC

Foundation AGM

EVENT

REMARKS

(b)

(d)
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MINUTES FROM THE 154 th REGIMENTAL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD WEDNESDAY 10 SEPTEMBER 2015
Reference: Minutes of the 153 nd PPCLI REC Meeting, dated 17 April 2015.

I.
The meeting was called to order at 1730 hours by the Chairman, LCol J. T. Adair and those in
attendance are detailed below:
Chairman:

LCol J. T. Adair

Commanding Officer 3 PPCLI

Members Present:

MGen (Ret'd) W. B. Vernon

Colonel of the Regiment PPCLI

LCol W.K. Niven

Commanding Officer 2 PPCLI;

LCol T. Strickland

ERE Representative for Saskatchewan &
Manitoba
DComd CMTC Wainwright

LCol D. Prohar

COSlCMBG

Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

Acting Commanding Officer 1 PPCLI

Capt R. R. Dumas

LER Representative

CWO D. J. Hessell

RSM 1 PPCLI

CWO J. M. Smith

RSM2PPCLI

CWO P. M. Francis

RSM3 PPCLI

CWO S. D. Stevens

Regimental CWO / SM 3 Cdn Div

Mr. A. M. Austdal

Association President

LGen (Ret'd) K. Foster

Foundation President

Col M.C. Wright

Regimental Colonel

LCol E. Liebert

Battle Honours Committee

LCol R. E. Jurkowski

CO 5 Cdn Div TC Gagetown;

Members via TELCON:

ERE Representative French Grey Bn; and
ERE Representative for the Maritimes.

Regimental Headquarters:

E-1/22

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

PPCLI Museum Manager

Maj Q. M. Innis

RM

Capt C. G. MacKenzie

RAdjt

WO S. G. Feltham

Regimental Veterans Care

MCpl S. E. Cherney

RHQ Clerk
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2.

Agenda items were detailed as follows:

AGENDA OF THE 154th MEETING OF THE REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
HELD IN THE JERRY SQUIRES ROOM- 1730HRS WEDNESDAY IO SEPTEMBER 2015

1

ITEM
(a)
Opening Remarks:

2
3
4

Review of Minutes:
Calendar:
Reports:

SER

5

SUB-ITEM

OPI

(c)

(d)

Chair REC
RM
RM

RM
100th Closeout

RM

Voluntary Contributions

RM

Patrician

RM

Shoulder Titles

RM

Monuments and Memorials

RM

Regimental Battle Honours Committee

Col Wright

Colours

RM

Charitable Status

RM

Budget

Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

Kit Shop

RM

Cadets

RM

Visit Report - RHQ The Rifles

RM

Imjin Classic

Chair REC

Gallery

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Collections

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Archives

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Governance

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Outreach

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Return of Donated Items

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Regt Museum

E-2/22
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6

Updates:

De-Accession of Weapons

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Loan of Wedding Dress

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Association

RM

Foundation

RM

LER

Capt R. R. J: Dumas

Honours & A wards

RM

New Treasurer

Chair REC

RECToR

Chair REC

Addressing the C-in-C

RM

Honorary Patricia

Chair REC

Drum for Mons Museum

RM

Private Kevin McKay Memorial Golf
Tournament

RM

Voluntary Contributions

RM

Regimental Soldier for a Day

Maj H. J. S. Mandaher

Achterveld Annual Follow-up

RM

Web-site Maintenance Contract

RM

VIP Funeral Planning

RM

FGB and PPCLI Golf Tournament 2016

Chair REC

Regimental Battle Rhythm

Chair REC

Veteran's Care

RM

Vimy Re-burials

RM

New Business:

7

7

Round Table

8

Closing Remarks

1.

Chair REC

Opening Remarks

The Chairman of the REC, LCol D. T. Adair, welcomed all members of the REC, including those on
telephone conference. He began with an outline of personnel changes to the REC, namely the handover
of the Chairman and Regimental Treasurer tasks. He mentioned that this REC would capitalize on the
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availability of key personnel in town during Ex TOUGH CONTENDER. He outlined the major focus for
the meeting, in particular the decision with regard to charitable status and moving the Warehouse to NonPublic Property, the establishment of a Regimental Battle Rhythm, and a progress report from the
Regimental Battle Honours Committee.
2.

Review of Minutes.

The RM gave a synopsis of the 153 rd REC, focusing on the tasks and motions still in progress. Of the
thirteen motions and twenty-one assigned and implied tasks, there were five outstanding action items
from the minutes of the last REC. Three of them belonged to RHQ. The letter to Mr. Ruderman in
Wolfville, Nova Scotia, picking an artist to do the COR's portrait, and the debate over having another
Regimental coin. The RM stated his intention to take these issues on as action items without including
them in REC 154, due to an already full agenda. The two remaining items which were included in the
current agenda were formalities in addressing the C-in-C, and the Golf Tournament. All other points of
action from the previous REC had been concluded to the satisfaction of the REC. The Chairman opened
discussion on the statue of Lady Patricia completed by Mr. Ruderman and issued direction and a deadline
for the letter of thanks of Friday 18 Sep 15.
The Chairman then offered the assistance ofDCO 3rd Bn to the RM to assist in the search for a portrait
a1iist for the COR. In closing he expressed his satisfaction with the minutes format of the 153 rd REC. A
motion was made that the minutes of the 153 rd REC are accepted as a true record. The motion was made
by the Chairman of the REC, seconded by Maj Mandaher. The motion carried.
3.

Calendar.

The REC discussed in depth the forthcoming calendar dates most pertinent to the Regiment shown below
and also at Annex D:

E-4/22

a.

26 Sep 15

Wounded Warrior's Gala;

b.

05 Oct 15

Cold War Exhibit- TMM;

C.

23 Oct 15

Soldier for a Day;

d.

30 Oct 15

COR - 3rd Canadian Division Honourary Colonel's
Conference and TMM visit Calgary;

e.

30 Oct 15

Chair REC visit to TMM and PPCLI Museum;

f.

05 Nov 15

1 PPCLI Change of Command;

g.

05 Nov 15

Regimental Beer Call - TBD;

h.

11 Nov 15

Remembrance Day;

i.

26-29Nov15

COR in Gagetown;

j.

15 Dec 15

Patrician Submission Deadline;
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4.

k.

25 - 29 Jan 16

Ex TOUGH CONTENDER;

I.

26 Jan 16

Guard 69;

m.

28 Jan 16

REC 155;

n.

10 Feb 16

Mme Clarkson's Birthday;

0.

14 Feb 16

Lady Patricia Knatchbull's Birthday;

p.

22 - 25 Apr 16

Kap'yong 65th Anniversary;

q.

27 Aug-16

Cock o' the Walk;

r.

27 Aug 16

French Grey Ball (FGB)16; and

s.

27 Aug 16

Golf Tournament.

Re1201is.
a.

th

100 Closeout.
(1)
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Letters and Certificates. The RM explained that all the letters and Regimental
Achievement Awards were distributed. There remain 41 certificates to distribute.
The Chairman suggested a Regimental Beer Call as the suitable locale for a
presentation of ce1iificates and some words of thanks. Subsequent discussion has
confirmed 5 Nov 15 as the most suitable date.

(2)

AAR 100 th • The RM explained that he would sit down with Maj Mandaher and
Maj Clark in the weeks following the REC to complete the AAR for the 100th
Anniversary. The Chairman established a deadline of 3 Oct 15 for completion of
the first draft, after which he would provide assistance from 3rd Bn for the
formatting and final edit.

(3)

Regt 100th Coins. The RM explained that originally the 100th Centennial coins
were given to 3 categories of people serving as of the deadline of 1 Aug 14:
members serving in the three Battalions or posted ERE who were confirmed by
either their CO or their ERE Representatives; paid members of the Association as
confirmed by the President of the Association; and paid members or trustees of the
Foundation as confirmed by the President of the Foundation. A request was
received in 2015 by RHQ from MWO Nichols, a former Patricia now serving with
the RCAF in Trenton, with a question as to whether he was entitled to a coin since
he was still paying Regimental dues. The CO and RSM of the First Battalion (1 st
Bn) expressed the view that this would create a difficult precedent, citing
examples of other Patricias who had moved on to other trades and maintained
their Regt dues. The number of former serving Patricias who might follow down
such a "slippery slope" precedent was described as being large. A view was
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expressed that the firm line in the policy had been obscured over time, that in
effect by gifting the coins out to individuals, the Regiment had "muddied the
waters."
The RM denied this, noting that the gift policy in the memorial program had
always included a reserve of coins to be given to Honourary Patricias and widows.
That gift policy also noted that these reserve coins were intended for cases of
eligible members who were subsequently confirmed after the deadline by their
Association, Foundation or Serving PPCLI Chain of Command (CoC). MWO
Nichols might have been eligible if he could prove he was paying Association
dues at the time of the deadline, but he was not eligible by virtue of paying
Regimental dues. The Centennial coin was never tied to the payment of the
Voluntary Contribution. The RM contended there was no "muddied waters" with
the coins given out for special individuals during the 100th . The gift policy
included the stipulation that some of the reserve coins were available for special
presentations to selected individuals. The COR was explicit in his direction that
these selected individuals would be recognized for their special contributions to
the 100th Anniversary. Few such presentations were made and the gift policy of
the memorial program was followed. The Chairman's decision was to apply those
original criteria, acknowledging the differences. The motion to award MWO
Nichols a 100 th Anniversary Coin was therefore defeated.
(4)

E-6/22

SI Frezenberg. The RM explained the background behind the investigation into
the missing cashbox at the Frezenberg celebration on 10 May, when 600€ went
missing. He pointed out that the amount lost was relatively small and within the
write-off authority of the REC. CO 1st Battalion advised that this was in fact a
CO's Investigation and not a Summary Investigation. The former Chairman of the
REC ordered the investigation due to the sensitivity of his position and the people
involved. He wanted an arm's-length investigation to provide an unbiased report.
The current Chairman of the REC agreed with this concern for transparency and
expressed his intent that the investigation must stand the test of time, provide
clarity, and avoid misperceptions to ensure a clear record. He gave direction for
the investigative report to be forwarded to him and he would brief the President of
the Guard.

b.

Voluntary Contributions. The RM explained that the voluntary contributions are
working, with participation trending upward. The Regiment is receiving approximately
$15k per month in Regimental dues. He further explained that this would set the
Regiment up for success in the future because it meant the Regiment would be financially
stable. The Chairman directed the COs and ERE Representatives to confirm voluntary
contribution levels within their respective organization. He directed the RM to add the
message to his next administrative email requesting members to confirm their
contributions, prompting the individual soldiers to check their level of contribution and
ensure they are correct.

C.

Patrician. The RM explained that the delivery of Patricians to the Battalions was
complete, and distribution to ERE members is 50% complete. All commentary so far
was very positive, although sales in the Kitshop were limited to thirteen at last count.
Total cost of the Patricians was $72. Shipping costs are currently just under $3k, for a
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total of$75k. From this total advertising revenue of $8k and sales to the Association of
$22k was subtracted, leaving a net cost of $45k to the Regiment. The Chairman
expressed his thanks on behalf of the entire REC for an excellent publication.

E-7/22

d.

Shoulder Titles. The RM explained that the Canadian Forces Dress Committee had
granted approval and the decision was on the CDS' desk. The Regimental CWO noted
that he had not heard anything different on the NCO net and asked what the Directorate
of History and Heritage (DHH) stance was on the matter. The Chairman replied that the
request went from the DHH to the CDS office and was returned to DHH. The RM stated
the direction for now is to continue wearing the red and white shoulder titles until futiher
notice. BGen Eyre will take the matter up at the Army Council.

e.

Monuments and Memorials. The RM explained that RHQ has lead on this file with the
intent of compiling a complete list of all memorials related to the PPCLI and
recommending a tear-line. Above this tear-line the Regiment would undertake care and
maintenance of the Memorials, and fund and finance those monuments. Below the tearline, the Regiment would not take any ownership of the monuments. The reason that he
expressed for recommending a tear-line to the REC is that there are so many memorials
out there that the Regiment would run considerable financial risk with an unlimited list.
The RM then described the Jim Decoste Memorial as an example of one that the
Regiment would maintain. He described the wooden statue in Wolfville Nova Scotia as
an example of a monument that would be below the tear-line since it is not (ultimately)
regimentally significant. The Chairman offered the assistance of a Sgt from Third
Battalion to move the project forward. Capt Dumas suggested that the memorials and
monuments might be organized according to their location within Association and ERE
areas of responsibility because they have an active role to play in memorial maintenance.
The Chairman of the REC liked that idea and directed that the project proceed in two
phases: phase one would be the definition and recommendation of the list for REC
secretarial approval, and phase two would be the delineation of areas of responsibility
and te1ms of reference to the Association and ERE reps for that effort to achieve a steady
state. The Chairman directed a review and re-organization of the Regimental Manual,
with the monuments directory as a key piece.

f.

Regimental Battle Honours Committee.

(1)

DHH Submission. Col Wright introduced the history and cmrent progress of the
Battle Honours committee. He explained briefly the early decisions of the
committee which resulted in the Guard direction to proceed with a singular
submission for Battle Honours of KANDAHAR 2002, 2005-2011. The
submission being prepared under direction of LCol Liebert is in the final stages
where it will be presented to the Infantry Corps for the Director Infantry and then
passage to the Canadian Army. Col Wright noted that a key requirement would
be the re-invigoration of the Battle Honours committee.

(2)

Supp01iing Annexes. LCol Liebert briefed the REC on the submission to DHH
and acknowledged Dr. Sean Maloney for providing historical material from his
"History of Canada in Afghanistan", which is still in manuscript form. This
material was very useful in terms of placing events into their proper context. The
first entry in the Battle Honour submission encapsulates the general argument
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that the Regiment is going to make. The first line headings are information
completed by the Regiment, with the remainder of the information being entered
by the Army. LCol Liebert described Annex D (PPCLI Operations) as the focus
of the submission, with a two-page summary of actions and deployments broken
into 12 Appendices, representing two pages on each deployment. He declared
this Annex as 30% complete. He thanked Capt Peabody of the Regimental
Museum for the information provided from available sources for Annex E and F
(Casualties and Honours). Based on his own research, LCol Liebert is not
convinced that the available lists area complete, and he expressed a desire for
access to materials held at CJOC.
LCol Liebert presented a slide detailing the operations in Afghanistan, and
briefly discussed the decisions made to include deployments. He reminded the
REC that Kandahar Province was the largest area of responsibility assigned to a
unit in modern military history at 54000 square kilometres. His submission will
try to explain the complex terrain and difficult conditions in the area of
responsibility to put this into a better context, including some new threats such as
suicide bombers and the IED campaign. These threats inflicted a lot of casualties
and tended to restrict freedom of movement within the area of responsibility.
The PPCLI submission will recognize our operations in the proper context. He
then discussed specific instances such as the operations in Panjwayi and Zhari
district which saw some of the most significant fighting in Canada's Afghan
mission. He contrasted this to the fact that fighting also occurred in Arghandab,
Dand, Kandahar City and elsewhere as the demands of operations changed over
time. He concluded this point by noting that to focus on just a couple districts in
the Province would not adequately tell the full story of the PPCLI Afghanistan
deployment. The Chairman noted to LCol Liebert that he was expressing the
general consensus held by the REC.
(3)
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Information Requirements. LCol Liebert briefed his list of request for
information (RFI) to the REC, noting that as he completed the submission of
supporting narratives, there were several key pieces of information lacking, chief
among these being a comprehensive set of maps and diagrams to support our
submission. He suggested one possible solution, namely asking Dr. Maloney if
we can borrow some of his diagrams, which provide good visuals of actions in a
broader perspective of the action. LCol Liebert then offered possible sources of
information to amplify his list of info requirements for each deployment, to
include:
(a)

Any attached Friendly Forces which played a role in the campaign.

(b)

Unit and sub-unit mission statements. These demonstrate how consistent
the mission was and the way in which different deployments contributed
to the common objective.

(c)

Reviews of the Operations and Engagement summaries.
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(d)

Review of the Casualties and Unit Honours and Awards. Our numbers
are suspect and are sometimes higher and lower than expected in specific
instances.

(e)

Unit and Sub-unit strengths by Officer and NCO.

(f)

Specific tour dates from Transfer of Command Authority (TOCA) to
TOCA.

(g)

Sub-unit statistics on Troops in Contact (TiC) and patrols, from handover
notes or Ex PATRICIA TORCH.

Col Wright then issued direction to the Battle Honours committee to develop a
detailed RFI and task tracker by unit and sub-unit to support the October draft
submission of the Battle Honours Committee to the Infantry Corps. The
Chairman of the REC stated his intent to manage expectations, since this
information was not held at units formally but was rather information that
individuals might possess from their own deployments. He questioned at what
stage the effoti would require operational documents held at CJOC or in the War
Diaries. LCol Liebe1i replied that CJOC did not hold that information and he did
not wish to delay the submission with a "deep- dive" into the operational
archives. Col Wright affirmed the October deadline, citing his recent discussion
with the Director of Infantry, and the desire for as complete a submission as
possible. The Chairman issued direction to LCol Liebert to provide the CO's
with RFis, and the CO's would then shepherd their resources and provide
responses.
(4)

g.
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Deadlines and Guidance. Col Wright stated his intention to renew the BHC and
push forward in the next few weeks. Maj Mandaher reminded the REC that the
Div G 1 holds records on Honours and Awards and Casualties. Col Wright tasked
LCol Liebert to contact CJOC through a point of contact he would designate.
LCol Liebert asked for extension of the deadline. The Chairman directed LCol
Liebeti to propose a deadline to the COs when he sent his RFI tracker. He then
thanked LCol Liebert for his exemplary work on the Battle Honours committee,
and assured him the COs appreciate his work and would prioritize his RFI once
received. Col Wright echoed the Chairman's praise, stating that LCol Liebert
had done fantastic work since joining the committee in March, and committed to
reinforcing the BHC.

Regimental Colours. The RM introduced the issue here as follow-on from an original
desire to replace the Second Battalion (2 nd Bn) Colours before Frezenberg. That deadline
proved unattainable so the Colours were repaired instead. The Regiment sent LCol
Frederickson and CWO Reid to Director Soldier Systems Program Management
(DSSPM), where the sample fabric was put through examination on a light table to
determine the exact frequency of the original colour pantones. As a result of the
examination on the light table, DSSPM recommended, and LCol Frederickson and CWO
Reid concurred, that sample 76 is the closest colour to French Grey. The next step will
be ordering the fabric. A recommendation was made to Directorate of History and
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Heritage (DHH) that they order enough fabric for all three Battalion Colours, and that we
plan to replace all three colours over the next three years. The RM cautioned that the
new Colours may not appear to be the same colour as the existing Colours, as the fabric
fades over time. Assuming all three colours are replaced by 2018, the next colour
replacement would then be scheduled for the 125 th Anniversary of the founding of the
Regiment. The Chairman expressed the general concern that the colours be made in the
correct pantone, and the RM explained that the use of the light table settles this common
point of contention.
The Chairman instructed the amendment of the Regimental Manual to include the
specific pantone for historical reasons. The Chairman asked whether the Afghanistan
theatre honour had been approved for emblazonment, to which LCol Strickland replied
that it was approved as a Theatre Battle Honour, but not yet approved by the REC for
emblazonment on the colours. A discussion ensued on the issue of emblazoning new
honours with the general consensus being it would be easier to emblazon them when the
Colours were being fabricated. The discussion returned to the issue of the condition of
2nd Bn colours, with LCol Niven reminding the REC of current operational tempo and the
ceremonial piece entailed with new colours. He suggested the 2 nd Bn Colours could last
until his change of command, which would also an appropriate time to hold the change of
colours. A motion was made that the REC approves the choice of fabric chosen for the
new Colours in consultation with DSSPM. The motion was made by LCol Niven,
seconded by CWO Stevens. The motion carried. A second motion was made that no
new colours will be ordered for production until the Afghanistan Battle Honour(s) issue
is resolved. The motion was made by CWO Francis, seconded by CWO Smith. The
motion carried.

h.

Charitable status. The RM briefed the REC on the different courses of action (CoA)
presented to the 68 th Guard to meet Canadian Forces Morale and Welfare Services
(CFMWS) concerns regarding the Regiment's charitable status:
( 1)

CoA 1: Move all assets into non-public property (NPP).

(2)

CoA 2: Maintain status quo.

(3)

CoA 3: Establish a separate trust outside the military.

These CoA were briefed to the 68 th Guard. BGen Eyre directed a scheme of manoeuvre
to move the Kitshop to the Non-Public Property (NPP) framework by the end of the
current year and examine the establishment of a Regimental Fund outside of the military
with a view to execution in the future. The RM explained that this represents a partial
compliance with CFMWS concerns and allows the Regiment to take advantage of the
benefits of the CFMWS framework:
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(1)

The Kitshop becomes fully legitimate within CFMWS guidelines.

(2)

Moving the Kitshop under NPP removes any questions of employing military
members in the Kitshop.

(3)

The Kitshop can use space within unit lines.
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The RM noted that NPP regulations impose some constraints the use of profits from
kitshops, which is the reason why the Regiment must maintain other funds outside of
NPP. A discussion ensued as to when this change should occur, with the Chairman
closing discussion by directing the move to occur no later than the end of the Fiscal Year
(FY), by which time a properly-vetted financial statement could be given to NPP. He
described this as a partial move to partial compliance, with the constitution submitted to
the next REC for approval. RSM 1st Bn discussed the general concerns regarding NPP
staff in the Kitshop and current arrangements. A motion was made that RHQ continues
to explore the transfer of the Regt Kitshop to NPP with a view to reporting back to REC
155 in Jan 16 on the impacts to the constitution and the way we do business. The motion
was made by LCol Niven, seconded by Maj Mandaher. The motion carried.
j.

E-11/22

Budget update.

(1)

Regimental Fund. The out-going Regimental Treasurer, Maj Mandaher,
expressed his satisfaction to the REC at the state of Regimental finances at the
end of his five years' tenure. He then briefed to the REC the balance sheets of
the Regimental Fund, the Warehouse fund and the income statement of the
Warehouse fund. The Regimental Fund stood at $48k plus $23k in accounts
receivable at the end of the Second Quaiier (Q2). A frequent observation was
that the cycle was too long to make the withdrawal from the Benevolent Funds as
these are tied up in savings with a long process to withdraw them. When an
urgent request for assistance is received, the grant comes out of the Regimental
Fund, and then the Treasurer goes through the administrative process with the
Benevolent Fund and reimburses the general Regimental Fund account. The
$23k in accounts receivable in the spreadsheet represents the recent grants given
out to the soldiers.

(2)

Long-term Investments. Under long-term investments, the Benevolent Fund
stands at $159k, which is above the amount mandated by the Benevolent Fund
constitution of $40k. The Legacy Fund was established as a reserve to deal with
any difficulties arising from unforeseen attendant costs during the 100 th
Anniversary celebrations. This fund stands at $171k. Maj Mandaher stated that
this fund was intended to pay urgent bills while waiting for sources of revenue
such as registration fees, sales of tickets, sales from the warehouse and other
fundraising efforts to pay off. The Korea Bursary Fund stands at $1.5k, with Maj
Mandaher commenting that the Korea Bursary was staiied by a Korean War
veteran 15 years ago with an original donation of $5k. This bursary continues to
be paid out of the general fund because these funds were insufficient. Maj
Mandaher left this decision to a future REC to decide whether to continue to fund
the bursary from the general fund or not. Capt Dumas added that the
contributing Korean War veteran who started the bursary was Col Peacock, a 3rd
Bn platoon commander in Korea. He mentioned that the small sums of the
bursary amounted to a large sum for a Korean student, and that the Defense
Attache in Korea generally arranges for a visiting Korean War vet or a serving
member to make the presentation. Maj Mandaher briefed on the Contingency
Fund established to cover the eventuality of a funeral for Lady Patricia
Knatchbull, and the rapid deployment of a contingent of Patricias in suppoti of
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the funeral. The Contingency Fund is maintained at $48k. The total of long-term
investments stands at $3 80k, and the final bills for the 100th anniversary
amounting to $70k are to be taken care of out of the Warehouse Fund. The
Warehouse Fund was short $70k from paying the bills for Frezenberg, which was
transferred internally from the general fund. Capital Assets stand at $1.357m,
including Museum Displays and A11ifacts, and the Hamilton Gault Park. Total
Equity stands at $1.8m with a total of Liabilities and Equities of $1.810m. Maj
Mandaher described the financial situation as "very healthy".

k.

E-12/22

(3)

02 Rep011. Under the Q2 rep011, the Regimental Treasurer noted that the
Voluntary Contributions stand at $92k with 6 months of the year remaining and a
likelihood that this would exceed the budget forecast of $174k. Total revenue
from all sources was forecast at $21 Ok, which had already been exceeded by Q2
with total revenues of $247k. Maj Mandaher then read through the budgeted
expenditures highlighting major events such as the French Grey Ball as well as
some of the particular administrative costs. This included line items such as
travel and the Director's Insurance which was purchased to cover the members of
the REC in the event ofliability for injury or contractor issues which might arise
from the decisions that were made in planning the 100th • He recommended that
the insurance be sustained in future budgets. Total Revenue projected for 2015 is
$204k with a surplus of $6.6k.

(4)

Museum and Archives. Maj Mandaher read through the Museum and Archives
statement, noting that the YTD revenues of $6k are well below the budgeted
revenues of $92k only because the $20k in Casino revenues and the $65k from
the Regimental Fund have not arrived yet. The Regimental Fund retained the
$65k to deal with bills for Frezenberg and the 100 th because the Museum had
enough cash on hand to deal with incremental costs. If required, those funds can
be sent to the Museum before the end of the FY. The RM added that the $14lk
that was left over from the Museum Improvement Project was re-targeted to pay
the salary of the Contractor archivist, through a close coordination with DHH.
The Archivist is expected to spend another 5 years working through the archives
at a cost to the Regiment of $50k/year, and the funds for that project are now
being paid by DHH at no cost to the Regiment. In conclusion, Maj Mandaher
read through the Warehouse balance sheet, noting that the $9k per business day
average sales was what underlies our current financial security and allowed the
Regiment to pay some large bills during the 100 th • He noted that the high
inventory of $521 k was due to an inventory spike in support of the 100th and rose
to around $700k, but as we settle into our normal routine post-100 th this number
should settle around $300k inventory, tied to our inventory sales of the previous
year. The Chairman expressed his thanks for the excellent work done by the
Treasurer and his team during his tenure, and his confidence in the financial
stability of the Regiment as a testament to that work.

Kitshop. The RM briefed the REC on another successful quarter for the Kitshop, noting
the focus has been to keep the kitshop rolling and pay off all the bills without touching
the Legacy Fund. This goal was achieved, the bills are paid, and the kitshop is bringing
in about $15k per month which goes towards defraying internal costs. The RM requested
clarification from the REC on the issue of field use of kit bought in the Regimental
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Kitshop. He asked for assurances that if a soldier buys an item from the Kitshop then he
is allowed to wear it. The corollary assurance offered to the REC by the RM was all kit
in the Kitshop will be vetted by the REC. The Chairman deferred to RSM 3rd Bn on this
issue. RSM 3rd Bn then listed the items that had been explicitly discussed, and the
outcome for those items:

(1)

Active gear such as chest rigs and components are acceptable.

(2)

Clothing attire, as long as it is worn underneath issued gear, is acceptable.

(3)

Footwear items, for now, remain acceptable.

RSM 3rd Bn stated that he was explicit in his feedback so that it would be understood that
the Kitshop was selling this gear and it needed to be allowable in the field to avoid selling
under false premises. The Regimental CWO reinforced the care required and oversight
required on this issue due to the spiralling expectation that troops could also buy gear
from CANEX or elsewhere. Since this gear was not vetted by the REC, it was not
acceptable as military kit. The Chairman asked the RSMs if they were satisfied that the
mechanisms were in place to ensure the gear worn by soldiers and in the Kitshop was
authorized.
The RM raised the next Kitshop issue for the REC, which was an offer from the CANEX
to have specific items placed on the CANEX website and in the CANEX retail store - in
effect a little PPCLI Kitshop in CANEX. He mentioned the benefits to this offer, which
included free shipping on orders over $75 and access to the CANEX financing option
(the troops would be able to finance purchases over $500 interest-free for 6 Months). If a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) were concluded with CANEX it could be
canceled by either party on 30-day notice. The Kitshop online would be linked to the
CANEX website with a broader exposure to a new demographic. The cost of doing
business with the CANEX is a 10% fee on the gross amount, on products which are sold
out of the CANEX. A second issue raised is the MoU would state that products sold
online and at CANEX must be priced the same. The Regimental CWO requested clarity
on the 10% fee and the Online Kitshop, to which the RM gave the background. The 10%
fee covers the financing and shipping costs. The RM pointed out the items at the
CANEX would be selected specifically to not interfere with the core business and
targeted to a different demographic. Specific items such as DVDs, history books, hats,
100th Anniversary stock and so on would be made available through CANEX; tactical
gear, boots, accoutrements and physical training clothing would remain the purview of
the Kithsop. Cooperation with CANEX would demonstrate cooperation with CFMWS,
showing the Regiment acting as a good corporate citizen. The Chairman reinforced the
point that this effort would be aimed at a new demographic and the soldiers would
continue to buy field and tactical gear from the Kitshop. A discussion ensued on the
background to this latest CANEX offer, which was briefed to a previous REC. The
discussion covered the motivation of the CANEX offer and the CFMWS direction on
kitshops to the CANEX. CO 2nd Bn suggested a review of the MoU by a REC in one
year, to which the Chairman gave his support. A motion was made that the Kitshop will
send to CANEX designated items to be sold at CANEX and the REC will review the
MoU in one year. The motion was made by CWO Smith, seconded by CWO Hessell.
The motion carried.
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5.

I.

Cadet Corps - 2395 Cold Lake. The RM briefed the REC on the latest Cadet affiliation
request. Royal Canadian Army Cadet Corps (RCACC) 2395 Cold Lake contacted the
RHQ requesting to re-badge and change affiliation to the PPCLI. They were previously
affiliated with the 4 Air Defence Regt (4 AD), who had a permanent detachment in Cold
Lake. 4 AD is now re-organized as 4 th Royal Canadian A11illery (General Support) Regt
4 RCA (GS) and has no permanent detachment in Cold Lake. 4 RCA (GS) have not
answered any of the RPI from RCACC 2395. As a result of this confusion, RCACC
2395 requests affiliation to the PPCLI. The RM noted that badging and berets would be
the responsibility of the local Association Branch. A motion was made that Cadet Corps
2395 in Cold Lake be affiliated with the PPCLI. The motion was made by LCol
Strickland, seconded by CWO Francis. The motion carried.

m.

Visit Rep011 - RHO The Rifles. The RM asked the REC for feedback on the rep011 from
the visit to RHQ The Rifles. The Chairman responded by asking a question to the REC
as to the best way to implement the recommendations of the report. The RM replied that
he was seeking concurrence only from this REC since these questions were properly
Guard problems to be examined by the Regimental Guard. The Chairman affirmed the
REC's support for the on-going coordination and liaison with the allied Regiment and
directed that the visit outputs be presented at the next Guard.

n.

Imjin Classic. The Chairman of the REC gave a brief synopsis of the Imjin Hockey
Classic. The hockey tournament takes its name from the Imjin River in Korea, which was
located to the rear of the Canadian front. This river was the site of a series of hockey
games between various units of the 25 th Canadian Infantry Brigade. The Imjin Hockey
Classic is now re-enacted in Ottawa as an annual event. This year's Imjin Classic date is
26 Sep 15, and the PPCLI are to play the Vandoos. Representatives for the game will
come from National Capital Region ERE Patricias. This is an information point only.
The PPCLI provided some hockey jerseys, but in general the REC has no role. Capt
Dumas passed on a message from Senator Y onah Mai1in with regard to a new Korean
War Veterans of Canada scholarship. Children and grandchildren of PPCLI Korean War
veterans are eligible for this bursary. He offered to include this and other Korea points in
his submission for the Patrician and the Association net. The Chairman thanked him for
the addition and asked that it be passed to the Foundation as well.

Regimental Museum.

Capt Peabody briefed the REC on the recent developments with the Museum and Archives as well as the
TMM. He stated that the PPCLI Museum made progress in their efforts to receive museum recognition
status. The paperwork is ready to submit, however they need to deliver a museum plan to the Alberta
Museum Association (AMA) as part of their submission. He stated that the RM had the plan in draft, but
he required secretarial approval from the Chairman of REC for submission to the AMA. The Chairman
recognized the efforts that had gone into the Museum and Archives and offered to work with LCol
Strickland and the RM on the AMA plan submission.
a.
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Return of MWO Dodds Medals. Capt Peabody gave the REC a summary of the issues
surrounding the request to return MWO Dodd's medals to his family. CWO Dodd made
the presentation to Lady Patricia (C-in-C) as a young cadet in Camp Vernon, at the behest
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of his mother. The medals were donated to the Museum and accessioned to the PPCLI
Museum collection in 1978, according to the records available at the Museum.
CWO Dodd contacted the PPCLI Museum a few months ago with a request for the return
of his father's medals, as the Museum was not currently displaying the medals, and CWO
Dodd would like to display the medals with his own. As a donation, these medals
became NPP of the Crown in right of Canada. Under NPP regulations, ownership is
therefore vested in the local base commander. The medals no longer belong to CWO
Dodd, as he did not loan them to the Museum. The governing document for NPP policies
and procedures, A-FN-105-001 Policies and Procedures for NPP Accounting indicates
that the authority for disposal ofNPP non-capital assets is delegated from the CDS to the
base commander, which in this case would be Commander 3rd Canadian Division Support
Group, based in Garrison Edmonton. In order to return the medals to CWO Dodd as the
representative of the Dodd family, the request would need to go higher for decision.
Maj Mandaher raised the general concern of creating a precedent of returning museum
property to the descendants of donors. He cited as examples the cases of Mr. Buxton's
medals and G.G. Brown's war bonnet. All these items were donated by the veterans
themselves to the Regiment only to have their descendants attempt to claim them back for
a variety of reasons. The Regiment's issue with these requests lies in the fact that the
veteran donated the item to the Museum, generally by leaving them in his will to the
Regiment. RSM 3rd Bn pointed out that descendants could have a duplicate set of
medals made to mount in a display, and echoed the general sentiment that the Regiment
was following the final wishes of the soldier who donated the medals to the Regiment. A
motion was made that the medals of MWO Dodd cutrently in the Museum collection be
returned to his son, CWO Dodd, for use by the family. The motion was made by Maj
Mandahar, seconded by LCol Strickland. The motion was not carried.
b.

De-accessioning of listed weapons. Capt Peabody explained to the REC the history
behind the museum weapons listed for de-accession. The weapons on the list are not
unique in type or provenance, and originated from a large Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) donation in the 1970s. They require maintenance on the Distribution
Account (Distribution Account) holdings list and valuable space in the weapons locker.
The museum requests their de-accession in order to make room for weapons of historical
value to the PPCLI. The Chairman returned to the last discussion and requested
assurance that there would be no grandfather clause with these weapons; if someone
donated these weapons specifically to the PPCLI museum then there would be a certain
obligation to safeguard the weapon. Capt Peabody confirmed the provenance of the
weapons from the RCMP according to records, settling the issue. A motion was made
that the REC approve the de-accession of specific weapons held in the museum collection
which are found be in surplus. The motion was made by CWO Smith, seconded by CWO
Hessell. The motion was carried.

c.

Princess Patricia's wedding dress. Capt Peabody briefed the REC on a project to loan
Princess Patricia's Wedding Gown to an appropriate museum for display. While a
Monarchy-related museum such as the Kensington Palace museum might display this
item to best effect, the PPCLI Museum would need to build a special mannequin, and
would have difficulty incorporating it into a meaningful display. The Kensington Palace
Museum has expressed some interest in this item. This would allow the PPCLI Museum
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to have the item displayed in a very prominent institution and gain broader footprint for
the Museum. Capt Dumas was asked to provide a background on the dress. He
explained that the Wedding Gown was originally made for Princess Charlotte, includes a
very old headgear and is over 200 years old. LCol Liebert had the dress taken off display
in a desire to preserve it because it is in a delicate state. Maj Mandaher amplified the
point of the historical importance and antiquity of the item. Due to its age and condition,
it needs to be prioritized for conservation and guarded from touch, ultraviolet and
environment. He was unconvinced of the value of lending it out to another museum
where the Regiment would undertake considerable risk for minimum return. LCol Niven
noted the dress is already being wasted as it is stashed away in the Collection in the
basement. The Chairman directed the Museum to examine the integration of the wedding
dress into the Museum with a caveat that a preservation plan is in place. A motion was
made that the REC examine the possibility of having Princess Patricia's Wedding Gown
loaned for display to Kensington Palace Museum. The motion was made by Maj
Mandaher, seconded by LCol Niven. The motion was not carried.
6.

Updates:
a.

Association: The RM briefed the REC in the absence of an Association Representative.
The key take-away was that the Association had done some good fundraising for Sgt
Nanson and they now have a war chest of $16k to help out the Nanson family. There
were no questions raised.

b.

Foundation: The RM briefed the REC that Gen Foster is pleased by the Foundation's
progress and he has been working with Mike Austdal at the Association to knit the
Association and the Foundation together into one organization with two primary
functions. The Foundation would effectively become a fundraising arm and the
Association would become the action arm, and this is the way the two organizations are
currently working together.

c.

Loyal Edmonton Regiment (LER). The LER representative, Capt R.R. Dumas,
expressed his sincere thanks to the PPCLI for the appreciation and recognition
demonstrated. He noted that the LER is celebrating their centennial this year. The
soldiers of the LER were thrilled with the renewal of kinship with the Regiment. Also of
note was the discovery of some 2nd Bn Archives in the LER Museum. Capt Dumas
offered to go over and examine the records in question, determine their historical
relevance, and then communicate the results to the DCO and CO of the 2 nd Bn. Where
practical he would provide digital copies, with a carbon copy to RHQ and Museum. He
suggested to the REC that the Cock o' the Walk competition should be held in
conjunction with the next FGB. The LER would like to host the trophy and display it
prominently in their lines until then, given that Lilly Scott was a prominent WWI Patricia
and a LER veteran. Since the trophy is located at 2nd Bn, the Chairman relegated the
discussion as being between CO 2nd Bn and CO LER. He gave direction that the Cock o'
the Walk competition would be hosted on the afternoon prior to FGB. Capt Dumas
closed with a request that the LER be invited to the Wounded Warrior Gala on 26 Sep 15
per custom. Last year the LER provided a Medal of Merit recipient veteran of WWII
(LER). The Silver Cross Mother was also the mother of a LER Fallen soldier. LER
filled two tables at the last Wounded Warrior's Gala.
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7.

New Business.
a.

Honours and Awards. The RM briefed the candidates for Regimental Achievement
Awards (RAA) to the REC. The Chairman suggested that since the current H&A
candidates consisted of five soldiers who were to receive RAA for their top candidate
performance on career course, that these should be accepted as-is. He noted the
submissions had already received Chain of Command (CoC) concurrence and secretarial
approval. A motion was made that the REC accept the list of Regimental Honours and
Awards as-is given they were secretarially approved at Unit and the current list is
comprised of Patricia top candidates. The motion was made by the Chairman of the
REC, seconded by CWO Francis. The motion carried.

b.

New Treasurer. The Chairman briefly thanked Maj Mandaher for his exceptional work
as the Regimental Treasurer and directed the handover of treasurer duties to be complete
effectively on 15 Sep 15. A motion was made that the Regimental Treasurer position
revert to the RM effective 15 Sep 15. The motion was made by LCol Niven, seconded by
LCol Strickland. The motion carried.

c.

Revised REC Terms of Reference (ToR). The Chairman went around the REC table to
ensure there were no objections to the revised ToR for REC members delegated by the
68 th Guard. He directed their inclusion in the revised Regimental Manual. A motion was
made that that the new ToR be accepted and incorporated in the Regimental Manual. The
motion was made by LCol Niven, seconded by Maj Mandaher. The motion carried.

d.

Addressing the Colonel-in-Chief (C-in-C). The RM briefed the REC on the background
for this issue. Formerly the C-in-C had allowed the Regiment to address her in print as
Mme Clarkson, but invited the more familiar address of Mme Adrienne in person to
members of the Regiment and Association. Unfortunately, this was taken too far, with
the Association in some instances referring to her in print as Mme Adrienne. LGen
(Ret' d) Crabbe drafted a document on forms of address to the C-in-C while he was the
COR, for inclusion in the Regimental Manual. A motion was made that the direction on
forms of address to the C-in-C be adopted and published in the Regimental Manual. The
motion was made by CWO Hessell, seconded by CWO Francis. The motion carried.

e.

Honourary Patrician. The Chairman of the REC explained that there was an error on this
slide and there was no previous REC motion on this issue, merely a direction from BGen
Eyre to explore the option. At issue was the suggestion to propose The Honourable
Laurie Hawn PC, CD as an Honourary Patricia. The Chairman acknowledged that in the
past the distinction of Honourary Patrician may have been assigned arbitrarily at times.
His desire was to avoid a motion on this subject until he had time to consult with BGen
Eyre. The Regimental CWO asked if there were other mechanisms in place to recognize
persons of importance to the Regiment. Maj Mandaher replied that there were
Regimental Certificates of Appreciation which came with a booklet and certificate, an
award designed for non-serving members and civilians. These could be presented at a
suitable occasion and venue to amplify their importance. The Chairman characterized
Mr. Hawn as a "Friend of the Regiment" but noted he does not meet the Honourary
Patricias criteria in that he has not done something 'over the top' for Patricias. LCol
Strickland suggested a secondary category of "Friend of the Regiment" be created. With
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the example of Mr. Hawn in mind as pointed to some of his exemplary achievements,
including as a Member of Parliament, a former fighter pilot, and a champion for military
issues. LCol Strickland also noted that there were political and partisan concerns with
the timing in the current election campaign and he reminded the REC of the less than
positive reaction to the previous appointment ofLGen Leslie as an Honourary Patricia.
LCol Niven and the Chairman discussed the political implications of the appointment.
Maj Mandaher reminded the REC of Gen Kennedy's previous direction to sort out the
Honourary Patricia process and ToR. The RM reminded the REC that the Direction was
promulgated by the COR (LGen Crabbe) and that the Chairman had suggested the issue
was "on ice" for the time being while he consulted with BGen Eyre. The Chairman of
the REC directed that this motion would not be voted on until he sought direction from
the President of the Guard.
f.

Mons Drum. The RM explained to the REC that during Frezenberg a visit was paid to
the military museum, where there was a display of Regimental drums from the many
Combatant regiments present at Mons in WWI. The RM requested authority to present a
Drum to the Museum in Mons. Maj Mandaher asked whether the Regiment needed to
buy a drum for that purpose to.which the RM replied 'no'. There was already a drum in
suitable condition which was retired by the Drumline during the 100 th Anniversary. A
motion was made that the City of Mons museum should be gifted one of the retired
Drumline drums for their "Drums of the Regiments" display to represent the Regiment's
participation. The motion was made by CWO Francis, seconded by CWO Hessell. The
motion carried.

g.

Plague for Pte Kevin McKay. The RM explained to the REC that each year the family of
Pte Kevin McKay, a PPCLI Fallen soldier who died 13 May 2010 in Panjwayi District
Afghanistan, host a Memorial Golf tournament in his honour. · A proposal is before the
REC to send a plaque on behalf of Pte Kevin McKay to recognize a deserving person,
with the plaque being presented at the Golf Tournament. LCol Niven explained that he
was Pte McKay's OC on deployment with Task Force 3-09 (TF 3-09). The annual golf
tournament held by his parents occurs each year in Barrie, Ontario. This year LCol Jerry
Walsh (CO TF 3-09) went on behalf of all Patricias and presented the plaque to a
deserving person.

h.

Voluntary Contributions. The RM explained to the REC that this point began as a
discussion with the SPS on whether to raise the Voluntary Contribution for the ranks of
Col and above. LCol Tod Strickland and the Chairman of the REC discussed the reasons
why this suggestion should be supported with Maj Mandaher offering background on
why the Voluntary Contribution system was simplified and rationalized in the first place.
Essentially the number of officers within this band was small and the financial gains to be
made were negligible, so when the 17 pay levels were simplified, this level was removed
for simplicity. Maj Mandaher commented that the view from the drill floor was that the
troops were paying $5 whereas the CO was paying $3 5 (a factor of seven time more)
which seemed to satisfy the optics. He stated that while in previous years it made sense
to maximize income to the Regiment because the Regiment had big bills in the offing,
now the finances are creating a surplus of $200k per year and the issue has shifted from
raising money to usefully and legally spending that money. Capt Dumas mentioned as
the former RAdjt that the new system was intentionally kept simple and organized by
Mess. The Chairman pointed out that since the optics are not an issue, there was little
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work. Instruction will be passed by 1st Bn to HQ 1 CMBG to extend the Brigade
Commander an opportunity to add participants to the event.
k.

Achterveld Commemoration. The RM briefed the REC on the Achterveld
commemoration. LCol Stalker and the RSM attended the event during Frezenberg, and
RM suggested this might be best supported by Patricias on OUTCAN in Europe. The
Chairman directed that this be added to the Regimental Battle Rhythm and Calendar.
Maj Mandaher pointed out that once the transition is made, we might add a line item to
the budget and then he questioned whether we can support this activity under a NPF
establishment. The Chairman asked for further detail as to whether we can we add that
line item in the budget. RM and Maj Mandaher replied that the plan to house the.
Regimental Fund as an external agency would allow this. RM is investigating with
CFMWS whether this can be funded under NPP rules, and noted that the current
assessment is that the Regiment may be constrained in operating with only Non-Public
Funds. LCol Strickland mentioned the idea of keeping the OUTCAN reps on duty (vice
the option of using leave and travelling at personal expense) and send them on temporary
duty through a normal travel request. The Chairman questioned the historical
background of the Achterveld Anniversary and Maj Mandaher mentioned that this was an
opportunity visit during Frezenberg, and could be continued or considered in isolation as
part of the 100th • RSM 1st Bn mentioned his previous discussions in conversation with
LCol Stalker. LCol Stalker's intent had been to send a letter from the RHQ annually to
be read at their annual church service. The RSM continued with the historical
significance of the battle of Achterveld at the end of WWII. The operation to save the
Achterveld church from demolition by the Germans was the last combat operation for the
Regiment in WWII. The Regiment's last two casualties of WWII were taken in this
action. LCol Stalker's intent was a letter detailing Regimental activities that year and
conveying 'best wishes' to the community on the anniversary of the battle. The
Chairman directed that the letter would be sent out annually from RHQ and added to the
Regimental Battle Rhythm and Calendar.

1.

Web-site Maintenance Contract. The RM stated that several internet hosting and
maintenance firms were under examination by RHQ. The Statement of Requirement
(SOR) for maintenance and upgrades of the PPCLI.com website was in production and
had a firm deadline. The SOR would be presented to REC 155 for review.

m.

VIP Funeral Planning. The RM reminded the REC of the Contingency Fund briefed in
the budget and noted that real issues would arise not with Lady Patricia, but with the Cin-C. As a former Governor General, Mme Clarkson is entitled to vice-regal honours and
a state funeral. She has specifically requested that her pallbearers and sentinels be
Patricias. The Chairman of the REC directed the RM to de-conflict this request with the
RCMP as posting sentinels for a Governor General was their special task. He told the
RM to discuss this further with him offline and to coordinate this plan through Rideau
Hall. The CQR advised that MGen (Ret' d) Herb Pitts was doing better than was common
knowledge and recovering well. His "body is fragile but his headspace is fine" in the
words of the COR. The Chairman noted that there would be some de-confliction
required with the QOR given Gen Pitts' long service with that and other regiments ..

n.

FGB and PPCLI Golf Tournament 2016. The Chairman of the REC explained the intent
for the next FGB with 3rd Bn as OPI. The Golf Tournament was to be scheduled with
FGB, with 1st Bn as OPI for that event. He recommended the last weekend of August as
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impetus for a change given that the Colonels and General Officers of the Regiment invest
a great deal of their time and resources in the Regiment. There was general agreement
with the point. It was moved that the Voluntary Contributions for the ranks of Colonel
and above should be raised. The motion was made by LCol Strickland, seconded by the
Chairman. The motion was not carried. The vote was 5-3 against.
j.

Soldier for a Day (SF AD). Maj Mandaher mentioned briefly to the REC the dates for the
SF AD to be conducted 23 Oct 15. This was to be a "Catch-all" event for those still
requiring thanks from the Regiment for their efforts in support of the 100t1\ as well as any
outstanding persons who require public acknowledgement of their contributions. These
presentations would be made by the Chairman of the REC. The social gathering at the
SF AD would entail a beer call for ce1iificates as well as a chance to recognize corporate
sponsors and donors. The RM noted that several of the tickets for this SFAD event were
bought by Valour Canada, offering a good opportunity for public recognition of their
work. Instruction will be passed by 1st Bn to HQ 1 CMBG to extend the Brigade
Commander an opp01iunity to add pa1iicipants to the event.

k.

Achterveld Commemoration. The RM briefed the REC on the Achterveld
commemoration. LCol Stalker and the RSM attended the event during Frezenberg, and
RM suggested this might be best supported by Patricias on OUTCAN in Europe. The
Chairman directed that this be added to the Regimental Battle Rhythm and Calendar.
Maj Mandaher pointed out that once the transition is made, we might add a line item to
the budget and then he questioned whether we can support this activity under a NPF
establishment. The Chairman asked for fmther detail as to whether we can we add that
line item in the budget. RM and Maj Mandaher replied that the plan to house the
Regimental Fund as an external agency would allow this. RM is investigating with
CFMWS whether this can be funded under NPP rules, and noted that the current
assessment is that the Regiment may be constrained in operating with only Non-Public
Funds. LCol Strickland mentioned the idea of keeping the OUTCAN reps on duty (vice
the option of using leave and travelling at personal expense) and send them on temporary
duty through a normal travel request. The Chairman questioned the historical
background of the Achterveld Anniversary and Maj Mandaher mentioned that this was an
opp01iunity visit during Frezenberg, and could be continued or considered in isolation as
part of the 100th • RSM 1st Bn mentioned his previous discussions in conversation with
LCol Stalker. LCol Stalker's intent had been to send a letter from the RHQ annually to
be read at their annual church service. The RSM continued with the historical
significance of the battle of Achterveld at the end of WWII. The operation to save the
Achterveld church from demolition by the Germans was the last combat operation for the
Regiment in WWII. The Regiment's last two casualties of WWII were taken in this
action. LCol Stalker's intent was a letter detailing Regimental activities that year and
conveying 'best wishes' to the community on the anniversary of the battle. The
Chairman directed that the letter would be sent out annually from RHQ and added to the
Regimental Battle Rhythm and Calendar.

1.

Web-site Maintenance Contract. The RM stated that several internet hosting and
maintenance firms were under examination by RHQ. The Statement of Requirement
(SOR) for maintenance and upgrades of the PPCLl.com website was in production and
had a firm deadline. The SOR would be presented to REC 155 for review.
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m.

VIP Funeral Planning. The RM reminded the REC of the Contingency Fund briefed in
the budget and noted that real issues would arise not with Lady Patricia, but with the Cin-C. As a former Governor General, Mme Clarkson is entitled to vice-regal honours and
a state funeral. She has specifically requested that her pallbearers and sentinels be
Patricias. The Chairman of the REC directed the RM to de-conflict this request with the
RCMP as posting sentinels for a Governor General was their special task. He told the
RM to discuss this further with him offline and to coordinate this plan through Rideau
Hall. The COR advised that MGen (Ret' d) Herb Pitts was doing better than was common
knowledge and recovering well. His "body is fragile but his headspace is fine" in the
words of the COR. The Chairman noted that there would be some de-confliction
required with the QOR given Gen Pitts' long service with that and other regiments. .

n.

FGB and PPCLI Golf Tournament 2016. The Chairman of the REC explained the intent
for the next FGB with 3rd Bn as OPI. The Golf Tournament was to be scheduled with
FGB, with 1st Bn as OPI for that event. He recommended the last weekend of August as
the date for FGB from here on. He likewise recommended that these two tasks be
assigned to specific battalions so that the tasks are incorporated into the battalion's Battle
Rhythm and have minimal impact on operations. The purchase of the Golf Hole,
approved by a previous REC as $50k over five years did not align with the golf club's
payment options. The golf club needed the money over two years to pay for upgrades.
This would imply two installments of $25k, which could be paid with the least difficulty
at the end of the FY, on 31 Mar 16 and 31 Mar 17. A motion was made that the payment
plan to buy the golf hole be amended to two payments of $25k slated for 31 Mar 16 and
31 Mar 17. The motion was made by LCol Strickland, se.conded by CWO Smith. The
motion carried.

o.

Regimental Battle Rhythm. The Chairman of the REC opened the discussion of
Regimental Battle Rhythm noting that a previous effort had been made to synchronize the
Battalion Calendars into a Regimental Calendar of imp01iant events. The RM replied
that there was a copy on the Shared Drive but it was still a living document and subject to
adaptation and change. The RM's requested concurrence with a regular Battle Rhythm.
The Chairman gave direction for a draft Battle Rhythm with Regimental annual events in
one colour, and episodic events in a second colour, to be managed secretarially among
the COs and published to the Regiment on a quarterly basis. The Chairman of the REC
reinforced how important the input and feedback from the COs was for the success of a
synchronized Battle Rhythm, and the usefulness of the Calendar for planning Regimental
events. The events proposed by the Guard and RHQ included:
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(1)

REC in January and August;

(2)

Guard meeting January and August;

(3)

FGB in August;

(4)

GolfTournament (fundraiser), Foundation AGM, Association AGM;

(5)

Annual Merit Boards in October; and,
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(6)

Annual briefings in December.

p.

Regimental Veteran's Care (RVC). The RM gave a short description of the major events
being run on behalf of the soldiers which the RVC was able to tap into. The problem
with the wide variety of support events was that the timelines were so short by the time
they were published at the Regimental level that the RVC was experiencing difficulty
loading soldiers on the events. The RM expressed a request to have these events pushed
to the "Ops Net", where they could be filled in a timely fashion. The Chairman discussed
this with CO 2nd Bn, indicating his intent to keep this clear of the "Ops Net" and
maintain the link between RHQ and the units. He proposed that the RHQ send these out
to the Bn DCO for staffing on the Bn side, to include LER and ERE reps.

q.

Vimy Re-Burials Project. The RM introduced this information point. The historian Norm
Christie has launched a Fundraising campaign "Help Recover Our Vimy Heroes", with
the intention ofraising $110,000 to proceed with the second step in the recovery of the 44
Canadian Soldiers buried in plot CA40. This will cover an engineering team (for subsurface evaluation, Ground Penetrating Radar and electrical analysis), a documentary
film crew, compensation for local farmers and safety and security costs. His intent to
repatriate the bodies. The Chairman discussed with CO 1st Bn the point that the
Foundation should be included on any Regimental response for a request for support.

7. Round Table.
The Chairman informed the REC that the next meeting will be tentatively set during Ex STRONG
CONTENDER with timing to be confirmed. A proposed date for the Guard will be briefed to BGen Eyre,
and will be published by the RHQ as part of the Battle Rhythm. LCol Niven reminded the REC that Col
Cadieu would have his own Battle Rhythm for 1 CMBG units during Ex STRONG CONTENDER, which
would impact the dates being proposed.
Maj Mandaher proposed that the Budget should have the final quarter extended from 31 December - 31
March for the Warehouse Fund. A motion was made that the Warehouse Fund budget have its final
quarter extended to an end date of 31 Mar 16 to enable the shift to NPP. The motion was made by Maj
Mandaher, seconded by Maj Niven. The motion carried.
RSM 1st Bn proposed that the Regimental gratuities be amended to include the free issue of new cap
badge for soldiers promoted to CWO. A motion was ·therefore made that the Regimental gratuities be
amended to reflect the gift of an officer's cap badge to NCO's on promotion to CWO. The motion was
made by CWO Hessell, seconded by CWO Smith. The motion carried. RSM 1st Bn also proposed that
the Regimental Manual be amended to allow Sgts and WOs to wear the waistcoat rather than the
cummerbund with Mess Kit. The Regimental CWO responded that this was a new issue and would be
discussed on the NCO net before being brought to the REC. The Regimental CWO will pursue these
dress issues through DHH and table them for discussion on the Regimental NCO net.
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8.

Closing Remarks

In closing, the Chairman thanked the REC for their efforts in bringing about a successful meeting and
adjournment occurred at 2100 hours.
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